Letters

To the Editor:

We take exception to the section in the Bruce R. Kingma and Philip B. Eppard article—“Journal Price Escalation and the Market for Information: The Librarians' Solution” (C&RL 53 [Nov. 1992]: 523–35)—which refers to our May 1988 Library Journal article. Kingma and Eppard state that we have “attributed journal prices escalation simply to overly greedy publishers seeking to extract ever greater profit from libraries.” Apparently the authors did not carefully read our article.

Although we did say there was a growing belief among librarians that publisher profit was the driving force behind the recent escalation of serial prices, we went on to point out that we recognized there had been a decline in the number of copies printed and that this decline resulted in higher unit costs. We also noted how the information explosion had increased the size and number of journals, and increases in the number of pages published were indeed an important factor. Further, we explained how the selection and review processes, editing, design, and marketing of books and journals cost money. We also went on to say, “As a matter of fact, some of us feel real sympathy for responsible publishers. We know that the reason the number of pages has increased in some journals is to avoid competition. (Publishers fear that if they don’t publish those articles, someone else will.) And we can sympathize with and understand the need to subsidize new publications with the revenues from the older, established, profitable titles, whether or not we agree with these explanations.” So, to say that we attribute price escalation simply to greed is shoddy scholarship which misrepresents our views entirely.

Richard M. Dougherty
Professor
School of Information and Library Studies
University of Michigan
Brenda L. Johnson
Coordinator for Public Services Technology Use
University of Michigan Libraries

To the Editor:

I read with interest Peter Hernon and Cheryl Metoyer-Duran's article on literature reviews and inaccurate referencing (C&RL 53 [Nov. 1992]: 499–512). However, while scanning the list of references something caught my eye. I noticed that both the volume number and issue date for reference number 22 are incorrect. Given the nature of the article, as well as the nature of the errors, I have concluded that the most likely explanation is that the errors were deliberately inserted for some reason. Perhaps in order to see how many readers would notice them. I do hope this is the case, as it would be quite ironic to find true reference errors in an article about reference errors. Please count me among the readers who did notice.

Robin Babou
Graduate Library Science Student
San Jose State University, Fullerton Campus
To the Editor:

I enjoyed reading Mark Cyzyk’s “Canon Formation, Library Collections, and the Dilemma of Collection Development” (C&RL 54 [Jan. 1993]: 58–65). Just when we thought we had a good handle on how to build our collections we discover, much to our chagrin, that our trusted literary canon has shifted. The slippery definition of exactly what our libraries should contain—the much ballyhooed “well-rounded collection”—now seems to be farther than ever from our grasp. This is especially disturbing after we have spent years developing various fancy ways to measure our performance. We had our lists to check, our citations to study, and our circulation statistics to manipulate. Now it seems we are back to the first square.

When all is said and done, it seems that deciding what should go on our shelves still must be done the old-fashioned way—one book at a time through the mysterious process of selection. Even our approval plans cannot save us from this task. I’m not sure we yet know exactly what prompts us to choose one title and not another. Whim or educated guess, how all those pieces of published knowledge fit together to make our collections, and how they got that way, still defies even our most sophisticated research. Collection development is as much an art—squishy though it may be—as it will ever be a science. Keeping up with a moving canon is all in a day’s work for those who decide what goes on the shelves.

Ed Goedeken
Principal Humanities Bibliographer
Iowa State University

To the Editor:

Bryce and Gillian Allen’s comparison of librarians’ and students’ cognitive abilities, in their article “Cognitive Abilities of Academic Librarians and Their Patrons,” (C&RL 54 [Jan. 1993]: 67–73), can be read to support conclusions different from those presented. The authors attribute librarians’ demonstrated superiority in logical reasoning to innate ability combined with selection in career choice and hiring. It seems to me equally plausible that experience with information seeking has sharpened librarians’ reasoning skills. If one posits that a targeted search produces better results than browsing, and that education is compressed experience, the authors’ findings make a case for more instruction in the logic of information retrieval rather than, as they suggest, more reliance on point-of-use aid with the mechanics of simple systems.

Similarly, students’ apparent preference for simple browse searching may be due less to their greater ability to scan quickly (the authors’ explanation) than to uncertainty about what they are looking for. Browsing and haphazard accumulation can mask the problem without contributing to the development of research skill or improvement of the research product.

Of course our information systems should be designed for students, not librarians, but it is worthwhile to consider not only students as they are, but also the goals of their education.

Thelma Freides
State University of New York at Purchase
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